
 

Love, The Sex Expo comes to Cape Town in February

Love, The Sex Expo is returning to South Africa in 2020. The event will be held at GrandWest Grand Arena in Cape Town
from 6 to 9 February 2020.

The stage will include dance acts and crowd activities such as the infamous “So You Think You Can Strip” and “Naked
Engagement” shows with fantastic prizes to be won. The event will also feature various shows, informational workshops, and
various sex-related stands.

“We can’t wait to get to sunny Cape Town, my home town, it's a not to be missed experience,” says event organiser Linda
Guldemond. "We are bringing sexy back to South Africa in 2020 and it all begins at GrandWest!”

Highlights include:

Pricasso

The world-famous penile artist from Australia will be painting portraits for visitors throughout the four days. Watch the
master artist at work and take home a unique portrait.

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


Crowd Participation Shows

Watch your friends or brave it yourself, by strutting your stuff on stage in the ultimate on-stage experience during the
crowd participation events. Don’t miss the infamous “So You Think You Can Strip” competition and the most outrageous
and downright cheeky dating show in SA.

“Naked Engagement” is a dating show that starts where some good dates might end: naked. Every day at The Love Sex
Expo, on the arena stage, hopeful singletons will choose a date from a selection of naked people, based solely on the
power of naked attraction. All participants stand a chance of winning prizes.

The Love Chapel



The Love Chapel offers the perfect romantic wedding venue for any couple wishing to share their nuptials with the world.
The marriage officer performs legal weddings as well as vow renewals and non-binding commitment ceremonies for any
couple of any persuasion.

Champagne and Oyster Bar:

You may unwind at the Champagne and Oyster Bar at Love, The Sex Expo.

Vegas Strip:

The ultimate fun gaming experience, where you get to try your luck at Strip Poker or Risqué Roulette. The games are free
to all entrants with awesome prizes to be won.

Male and Female Revue Lounges:



For those who can’t get enough of non-stop stage performances, the private Ladies and Gentlemen lounges provide an
intimate area for a heightened sense of entertainment in a relaxed environment.

Love, The Sex Expo will have many more surprises in-store for visitors including Body Art and Airbrush Tattoos, The Red
Light Food Market, The Famous Gold Member and unique Virtual Reality Experiences.

Tickets are available through Computicket at R250. Tickets will also be available at the door.

Please note: Love, The Sex Expo is strictly for those over 18 years of age, and no babies or prams are allowed inside.

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com

https://tickets.computicket.com/event/love_the_sex_expo/7134248
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